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Chapter 3 
 
 
Club Model Politics and the Transnational Policy Community: An 

Examination of The Group of Thirty 

 
 
3 Introduction 

 

This dissertation asks the question: ‘Who governs global finance?’. It argues that we 

need a concept of transnational policy community to best capture how financial 

governance is generated and what actors, and what type of actors, are involved in the 

making of policy. It also suggests that club model politics best explains the mechanisms 

through which actors operate in order to determine appropriate governance 

arrangements; furthermore, the club model accounts for the exclusionary character of 

these arrangements. The dissertation puts forward the Group of Thirty (G-30) as a clear 

example of these mechanisms, as well as an influential actor in financial governance in 

its own right. This chapter sheds light on the group itself by examining how such actors 

emerge, and what makes them attractive settings for the transnational policy 

community. It also offers initial insights on how such groups acquire semi-formalised 

authority functions and the ideational and political consequences of this process. The 

analysis in this chapter focuses on the G-30 explicitly, providing background on an 

organisation that brings together elite actors in financial governance, and explaining its 

influence through an examination of its membership, output and location within and 

among the financial community.  

 

Empirically, this dissertation shows that the G-30 took central stage in the discussion, 

formulation and implementation of some key financial regulatory and supervisory 

policies in the past thirty years. The empirical case studies that follow explain how the 

G-30 exercised authority in commissioning and publishing reports which influenced the 

policy approach and provided best practice standards on a range of financial issues. 

Specifically, Chapters 4, 5 and 6 offer a comprehensive examination of the group’s role 
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in the shaping of practices in the fields of clearance and settlement in the securities 

markets, the treatment of over-the-counter derivatives and approaches to systemic risk 

in relation to the activities of global financial conglomerates. First, however, it is 

important to provide some historical and organisational context and so this chapter 

looks more closely at the G-30 itself, reviewing the history, procedures and members of 

the group. In telling the G-30 story, this chapter focuses on the sources of soft or 

informal influence. In discussing elites, it examines their motivation and the mechanisms 

and settings that turn their prestige and expertise into actual ‘power’. The chapter also 

addresses the extent the ideational background that made a forum of public-private 

interaction an attractive proposition among policy makers. Finally, the analysis 

determines that these groups are far from static: there is scope for change and 

adaptation of such groupings and longevity and relevance are determined by a range of 

factors.  

 

The story of the G-30 shows the importance of moving beyond rigid notions of public 

and private in the process of governance; the concept of transnational policy 

community is best suited to explain the configuration of policy actors and the club 

model is key in understanding how these actors operate in practice and how 

cohesiveness and coherence are achieved.  

 

The G-30 is a product of a gradual realisation that in the post-Bretton Woods regulatory 

environment there was room, and indeed the need, for special actors. The precise shape 

that this particular actor took followed, this chapter establishes, changes in governance 

associated with the parallel and related developments of liberalisation and 

transnationalisation. The G-30 is neither a think-tank, nor a professional organisation 

but, in fact, a hybrid with elements of different kinds of traditional actors operating at 

the centre of (indeed encapsulating) the transnational policy community in charge of 

global financial governance. 

 

The chapter proceeds with an overview of the group as an organisation, establishing its 

nature and mission. It then provides a brief history and a presentation of the group’s 

formal membership and operation. The chapter covers the group’s early years of 
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concern with great macroeconomic issues, as well as the evolution of the group since 

the late 1980s into a more specialised and technical expert actor. The analysis moves on 

to the ‘unofficial’ story, highlighting differences and similarities between the public and 

internal images of the group. Finally, the chapter commits the membership of the group 

to closer scrutiny and interprets the significance of this meeting of elites for our 

understanding of global financial governance. 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to show how a transnational policy community is formed 

and how shared understandings are forged among its members. The G-30 can be seen 

as a microcosm of global financial governance: it exemplifies the actors, settings, 

policies and principles, as well as the processes of financial policy making. Through its 

club model, it also explains the mechanisms through which actors and ideas are 

included or excluded from governance functions and debates, and uncovers how 

agreement and cohesiveness are achieved.  Additionally, the empirical example of the 

group can serve to illustrate how a non-formal actor can adapt and consolidate its 

position of authority over time and how it achieves longevity.  

 

3.1 The G-30: Hybrid Actors in Global Financial Governance 

 

The formal name of the organisation is ‘Consultative Group on International Economic 

and Monetary Affairs’.27 Official G-30 documents describe the group as a “private, 

nonprofit international body composed of senior representatives of the private and 

public sectors and academia”. Its aim is to “deepen understanding of international 

economic and financial issues, to explore the international repercussions of decisions 

taken in the public and private sectors, and to examine the choices available to market 

practitioners and policymakers” (G-30, 1998: 3). 

 

Two aspects of the G-30 are particularly noteworthy. Firstly, its membership, comprised 

of high-level officials from the largest financial institutions, central banks and other 

                                                 
27

 Kenen (2008) recounts that the group’s better known ‘Group of Thirty’ name came after its first 
Chairman, Johannes Wittaveen, was asked to provide a less cumbersome nickname at the launching press 
conference. 
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public authorities, as well as high-profile academic economists. It constitutes a meeting 

of financial elites with similar social, educational and professional backgrounds who are 

major players in global finance and frequently move through the ‘revolving doors’. 

Secondly, the G-30 also shows this transnational financial policy community at work. 

Through a succession of publicly available study group reports, the group has combined 

research that is timely and often technical with a capacity to influence policy through its 

special position of proximity to policy-makers. This sheds light on the process of 

delegation. Exercises of delegation of authority originally based on functional, complex 

and, for most, remote topics of regulation progressively endow credibility and open the 

door to contributions to larger (and less technical) policy issues. This dissertation 

focuses on three specific policy areas: clearance and settlements in securities markets, 

(non-)regulation of over-the-counter derivatives and regulatory and supervisory 

approaches to global financial conglomerates.  

 

But what is the G-30? Observers of the group (chiefly in the financial press) have offered 

their own definitions. For the most part, those have fallen into four categories. The G-30 

has been compared to a private club: “its name evokes images of an imposing and 

exclusive society, yet the Group of Thirty’s mission is quite above board” (ABA Banking 

Journal, 1991: 57). The group has a social component and members do hold ‘state of the 

world’ discussions during meetings, but if it is a ‘club’, it resembles more the early 

incarnation of clubs as settings for collective and professional reputation (see also 

Taddei, 1999); the published output of the G-30 and the impact of its proposals on 

regulation and supervision suggest that the group is more substantial in any case.  

 

Another approach is to view the G-30 as a think-tank. The organisation has indeed been 

described in those terms on numerous occasions: “a private think-tank” (Chew, 1993: 6), 

“a Washington-based think-tank of international bankers and former government 

officials” (Wall Street Journal, 1993), “a top financial think-tank” (Financial Times, 

1997a). This depiction also has shortcomings. A think-tank displays a number of 

characteristics such as organisational independence and permanency, intellectual 

independence, policy focus, public purpose, expertise and professionalism, and 

organisational yield (Stone, 1996: 14-16). It is certainly the case that the group has 
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produced high quality studies, often with the direct input of economists and other 

academics. It also sponsors occasional papers that are research-driven. Nevertheless, it 

is important to note that the G-30 does not have independent research capacity; the 

preparation of published reports is assigned and outsourced to groups that include a 

significant number of outside experts (predominantly from the private sector, especially 

in the more technical work), and studies overwhelmingly rely on outside sponsorship. 

The G-30 decides on the topics for research and determines how to best approach them 

and who the experts are; the work, however, is undertaken by the study groups and 

financing comes primarily from the private sector and is mostly project-specific. 

Moreover, it could be argued that the consumption of some G-30 material is more 

significant than that of documents originating in a think-tank. G-30 reports directly 

reach the attention of many of the officials that are targeted in the work thanks to the 

group’s membership. This is especially the case in the period covered by the three cases 

in this dissertation (late 1980s to late 1990s) when the field was less crowded. 

 

Yet another set of commentators refer to the group as “a private blue-chip study group” 

(Corporate Finance, 1993: 37) or indeed as a “prestigious industry group” (Investment 

Dealers’ Digest, 1994: 4). Admittedly, as subsequent chapters on the case studies 

indicate, the G-30 has advocated self-regulation and endorsed key private sector policy 

positions.28 The predominance of private sector experts and the importance of the 

sponsorship by banks and other financial institutions suggest that the potential for 

appropriation of the policy proposals put forward by the group is significant. Economic 

ideas are not innocent; “projects are promoted by groups that inevitably inflect the 

ideas they adopt to serve their own needs” (Jacobsen, 1995: 288).  Nevertheless, the G-

30 is not a private sector interest or pressure group. Crucially, the group’s membership 

comprises personalities outside the private sector and most importantly, is made up of 

people acting as individuals and not representing institutions or firms.  

 

This point is best illustrated when contrasting the G-30 another organisations that are 

active in the financial policy areas that the group addresses. One such organisation is 

                                                 
28

 Only following the financial crisis have G-30 reports shown a distinct voice that could not be mistaken 
for an ‘industry’ voice (G-30, 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2010; see also Carney et al., 2011). 
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the Institute of International Finance (IIF). The IIF’s raison d’être is lobbying on behalf of 

banking institutions, predominantly in the arena of global regulation. In the words of 

Barbara Matthews, who served as Banking Advisor and Regulatory Counsel of the 

institute, the IIF “represents the companies”. When an individual changes jobs, he or 

she does not stay at the institute. Moreover, the IIF follows regulatory events but does 

not shape them; it is not, formally, “interested in going ahead of the market”.29 Yet 

another private sector organisation is the International Swaps and Derivatives 

Association (ISDA). ISDA is the main body dealing with the reduction of risk (in particular 

risk relating to legal uncertainties) that arises from the use of over-the-counter 

derivatives. Its functions include “technical lobbying” and “strategic consulting”; ISDA 

represents its members in the debates over policy and in turn, translates the regulatory 

speech for their benefit. Regulators have a broader, more global view of banking and 

ISDA acts as a go-between on matters regarding derivatives.30 What both organisations 

(IIF and ISDA) have in common is that they are explicitly private sector groups, 

representing the interests of members on an ongoing and systematic basis. By contrast, 

the G-30 does not act as a representative and addresses topics mostly in one-off 

projects. 

 

G-30 members are quick to point out that the group’s purpose is not to represent the 

interests of banks; “its job is not to bail out the private sector”.31 Moreover, inherent in 

the ‘philosophy’ of the group is that credibility matters more than self-interest. From its 

beginnings, the group endorsed private sector participation in the policy process but 

operated on the basis that there is “something deficient about complete reliance on the 

private sector”.32 It is significant that members have been keen to assert that the G-30 is 

not yet another representative of the private sector, and that even in the halcyon days 

preceding the financial crisis. Interviews with members also suggest that many of the 

public officials who are members of the group would not want to compromise their 
                                                 
29

 Interview with Barbara Matthews. For full information on dates and places of the interviews referred to 
in this chapter, see the references. 

30
 Interview with Emmanuelle Sebton, who served as Head of Risk Management at ISDA. For more 

information on ISDA, see also the organisation’s website, www.isda.org. 

31
 Interview with Geoffrey Bell, founder of the group. 

32
 Interview with Sir David Walker, long-term G-30 member. 

http://www.isda.org/
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positions and would not be associated with the group if they felt that the G-30 was no 

more than a facade for the self-interest of banks and securities firms. This point needs 

to be understood within the wider context of financial market regulation and 

supervision. The G-30 has a reasonable and founded claim to technical knowledge as its 

study groups bring together the most up-to-date experts in a specified field. That private 

interests are well looked-after in the work of the group is a product of comprehensive 

research and importantly, the result of overall agreement among the financial policy 

community on what constitutes good financial governance.  

 

As a result, the definitions most faithful to the substance of the G-30 are at best general 

and descriptive: “a Washington-based grouping of academics, bankers and government 

officials” (Financial Times, 1997b) or even, “a prestigious international body” (Crawford 

and Sen, 1996: 151). It “is the slimmest of organisations, but punches well above its 

weight” (Financial Times, 1996).  The G-30 defies traditional distinctions of public, 

private (and research/academic). It presents private club, think-tank and interest group 

characteristics but is very much a hybrid. As this dissertation demonstrates, the G-30 is 

an organisation that has been at the forefront of some key regulatory and supervisory 

battles won by the private sector, while retaining a reputation for impartiality in the 

policy world. Highlighting expertise, it follows the tradition of reliance on informal and 

non-governmental arrangements in the operation of financial markets (Hirsch, 1977). 

The G-30 showcases global financial governance arrangements and a pre-political 

transnational policy community at work.  

 

3.2  The G-30: a Formal History  

 

3.2.1  Membership and mission 

The G-30 is an organisation formally comprised of thirty members at any one time, in 

their individual capacity. All members have strong credentials in the areas of economics 

and finance and prestigious careers in the public and private sectors and/or academia. 

Appendix 3a provides a complete list of current members, along with some information 
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on their educational and professional backgrounds.33 The list is impressive; the group 

includes high-profile people from major international institutions, national supervisory 

agencies, major banks, along with some prominent economists. It is important to note 

that while some members are reaching the end of their careers, the majority of them 

are still very much involved in the institutions in which they work. Hence, the group is 

more than a discussion forum for people who have vast financial experience; it is a 

meeting ground for individuals who are currently responsible for the activities within, 

and the supervision of, global financial market activity. Indeed, the G-30 is an 

organisation bringing together people who often interact in their professional lives. 

They are likely to gather in Basel, New York, London and also Davos; they have the 

opportunity to exchange opinions in meetings of supervisors or in conferences and 

symposia of private associations. Furthermore, many are often members of other 

bodies or private organisations. Memberships do overlap and members are for the most 

part professionals who have come to know each other well.34 In this context, the idea of 

‘socialisation’ of elites takes shape; “private councils are part of a much wider 

international process of elite familiarisation and fraternisation, mutual education and, 

broadly speaking, networking” (Gill, 1990: 122). G-30 members share an education 

background and a professional career process and their paths cross on many 

                                                 
33

 Appendix 3b focuses on the ‘revolving doors’ aspect of members’ careers. Appendix 3c provides a list of 
past members; many of the names on this list are easily recognisable and testify of the consistent ability 
of the group to attract high-calibre people. 

34
 Some members are particularly engaged in cross-membership, whether in the public or private sectors. 

Several past and present members have held positions of importance in the Basel institutional process: 

Past Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (Basel Committee) chairmen include Gerald Corrigan in his 
capacity as President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Tommaso Padoa-Scioppa (who went on to 
chair the Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems), William McDonough, former President of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York and former G-30 member, and Jaime Caruana when head of the Bank 
of Spain. Mark Carney chairs the BIS Committee on the Global Financial System and Mario Draghi chaired 
the Financial Stability Board prior to assuming his position as President of the European Central Bank. 

G-30 members have also been active in promoting other private sector initiatives. Gerald Corrigan and 
John Heimann co-chaired the Derivatives Policy Group, a private sector initiative that followed the work of 
the G-30 on the topic. Gerald Corrigan also co-chaired the Counterparty Risk Management Policy Group, a 
further private project. Some members are also active in industry business associations in their capacity 
as representatives of their respective institutions. Past and present members to have served on board of 
directors and the executive committee of the IIF include Jacob Frenkel, Josef Ackermann, William Rhodes 
and David Walker.  

Paul Volcker, chairman of the group, is often associated with additional initiatives. 

For more information on past professional positions and policy group memberships, see Appendix 3a.  
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occasions.35 This situation is further intensified through the practice of revolving doors, 

whereby most G-30 members have represented both public and private sector 

institutions at various times in their careers. As Mills argued, power elites are supported 

by institutions that permit interchange “at the points of their coinciding interest, as 

between regulatory agency and the regulated industry; contracting agency and 

contractor” (Mills, 1956: 288). Revolving doors and multiple memberships, in this case, 

support the club model and are also a product of it.  

 

What are the implications of the nature of the G-30 membership for the group’s 

intellectual and ideological position? As the empirical cases of this dissertation show, 

the G-30 has, through its work, advocated a particular regulatory and supervisory 

approach. On the whole, the studies of the organisation have promoted industry self-

regulation and have operated on the assumption that the stability of the system is best 

served by minimal state intervention and market discipline. In this sense, both the group 

and its members are part of the policy community in principle favourable to processes 

of neoliberalism and globalisation. The process is two-fold: members and, in turn, their 

respective organisations have accepted a particular understanding of the nature of 

regulation and have adapted work practices accordingly; as a result, they approve of G-

30 projects that pursue these objectives. On the other hand, the group serves as a 

forum for the discussion of developments in financial market activities and innovation 

among practitioners and ‘peers’; this informal communication also shapes ideas and 

courses of action. 

 

Finally, it should be noted that the G-30 sees itself as having a ‘public’ mission. The 

group is comprised of people who consider themselves knowledgeable in both technical 

and policy terms and who believe that they are sharing their expertise as a public good. 

Firstly, as most members are actively involved in several fora, they follow policy work 

undertaken elsewhere; as a result, they are often prompted to propose particular study 

topics if they feel that important topics are not addressed anywhere, or not at a 

                                                 
35

 Note, however, that observations about educational background, to this day, are limited to the Anglo-
American world, Latin America and, increasingly, Europe. Asian members of the transnational policy 
community continue to be predominantly educated at home.  
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satisfactory level.36 But there is also a genuine sense of contributing towards the 

efficiency and stability of the financial system, as interviews with members and others 

who interact with them attest.  

 

3.2.2 The founding of the G-3037 

The G-30 was founded in 1978 with the support of a $500,000 three-year grant from the 

Rockefeller Foundation. Its creation was the product of a Foundation initiative, following 

the decision to sponsor a study on the international economy. The end of the 1970s was 

a particularly interesting, yet confusing time for those involved in policy-making in 

economic affairs. Markets were still adapting to a new floating exchange rate regime 

and most economies had suffered severely in the aftermath of the oil crisis. Changes in 

the system were accompanied by what Helleiner refers to as an “ideological shift to 

neoliberalism” among a wide policy community that included executives in the business 

and finance sectors, as well as central bankers, finance ministry officials and 

representatives of the major international financial institutions all of whom “had often 

been wary of the interventionist financial practices of the early postwar years” 

(Helleiner, 1994: 15-16).38 The Rockefeller Foundation decided to finance a study that 

would enhance the understanding of these realities. Indeed, foundations are “essential 

to the development of international knowledge networks that feed into and help sustain 

global public policy networks” and have a key role in the “spread of ideas, values and 

norms as well as specific programmes” (Stone, 2001b: 29). While formally outside 

transnational policy communities, foundations maintain strong links with policy actors 

and have an important part in framing the parameters of policy by influencing the kind 

of knowledge included in the policy debate.  

 

                                                 
36

 Interview with John Walsh, former Executive Secretary of the G-30. 

37
 Information for this and following sections comes from the following sources: Peter Koenig (1982) 

‘Inside the Group of Thirty’, Institutional Investor (Int. Edition), September: 415-420; Desmond MacRae 
(1990) ‘The coming of age of the Group of Thirty’, Global Custodian, June; Peter Kenen (2008) The G-30 at 
Thirty. Further valuable information came from interviews with G-30 members and Executive Secretaries 
John Walsh and Stuart Mackintosh. 

38
 This point was also emphasised by Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa who stressed that “for a generation of 

regulators and supervisors, the battle was to make agencies independent of politics. The aim was to avoid 
political influence as well as political interference in the mechanisms of markets” (interview with 
Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa). 
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A meeting of the Rockefeller Foundation trustees in February 1978 provided the 

opportunity to act on this interest; the Foundation commissioned six economists to 

develop ideas. Two trustees were particularly keen to push this proposal forward; 

Robert Roosa, then US Treasury undersecretary and, though not quite to the same 

extent, Paul Volcker, at the time head of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. In a 

colloquium that followed in March of the same year, several suggestions were put 

forward. Charles Coombs, a veteran of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York proposed 

the idea of a new ‘Bellagio Group’. The Bellagio Group had been an informal feature of 

the economic landscape primarily in the 1960s. Sponsored by the Ford Foundation, it 

brought together public officials and academics who debated the state of the world at 

length. Meetings were confidential and were not accompanied by publications. 

 

Another idea was the creation of a group modelled on the Trilateral Commission, which 

also linked officials with ‘intellectuals’.39 But in the words of an early group member: 

“this was made of three groups of 100 people each, from three industrially developed 

parts of the world. A smaller, single group, with people from all over the world, was a 

more workable idea”.40 

 

A different proposal was found to be more compelling. Geoffrey Bell, a banker with 

Schroders, proposed the creation of a setting that brought together people from the 

practical world, public and private sector officials, as well as academics “to make sure 

everybody thought in a clear way.”41 This group would thus go a step further than the 

Bellagio Group. Bringing in practitioners in the equation was essential in times of such 

economic and financial turmoil. It was anticipated that, at least in the early days, some 

public officials may feel constrained in airing their private views in front of industry 

people, but it was thought that such a configuration was the way forward for clarity in 

discussions and ultimately policy. Furthermore, though it was felt important to achieve 

                                                 
39

 For a comprehensive analysis of the Trilateral Commission, see Gill (1990). 

40
 Michiya Matsukawa, as reported in MacRae (1990: 2-3).  

41
 Interview with Geoffrey Bell. 
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geographical diversification and assemble a sufficient number of individuals to ensure 

meaningful discussions, the key idea was to keep the group to a reasonably small size. 

 

Geoffrey Bell was given the task of assembling such a group. He was initially interested 

in getting twenty-nine members (he likes prime numbers).42 He approached numerous 

officials and the response was overwhelmingly positive. In fact, some lobbying to 

become a member did take place (Koenig, 1982: 418). In the end, a representative 

sample was recruited (but twenty-nine became thirty); it included a Federal Reserve 

governor, the deputy governor of the Bank of England, the president of the Bundesbank 

and representatives from major international financial institutions such as the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), and the 

Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Membership was also 

extended to the banking world and academia. A final “stroke of luck”43 came with the 

appointment of Johannes Witteveen, retiring from the post of Managing Director of the 

IMF, as the Chairman of the organisation. The group came together and announced 

itself to the world in the autumn of 1978.  

 

3.2.3 Rules for membership and procedures 

Criteria for membership in the group are strict; a recognised reputation, and 

occupational and geographical representation. The original idea was to bring to the 

group a wide range of representatives, including, for example, someone from Eastern 

Europe.44 The group established a tripartite organisation (private and public sector, 

academics), which was at that stage fully institutionalised, with an academic panel of 

the university economists as a distinct entity. The operation of the group was also 

formalised. The G-30 has a Chairman and a Secretary (for some time also a Steering 

Committee and a Treasurer - all positions are unpaid). It also has the use of a small 

secretariat, an Executive Director who takes care of daily business, oversees logistics but 

is increasingly involved in managing the group, and a small staff. Most members are 

                                                 
42

 Ibid. 

43
 Ibid. 

44
 This was Janos Fekete, deputy head of the National Bank of Hungary. MacRae reports that Geoffrey Bell 

referred to him as “everybody’s favourite communist” (MacRae, 1990: 3). 
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actively involved in the work of the G-30, not just by attending meetings but also by 

delivering speeches, leading discussions, writing papers, participating in study groups 

and fundraising. The physical location of the office was initially in New York (with a short 

spell in London at the height of the study on clearance and settlements), before moving 

to Washington, DC.  

 

The G-30 meets twice a year; in the autumn, following the IMF meeting (meeting 

traditionally hosted by the US Federal Reserve), and in the spring (meeting hosted by 

another central bank). Meetings are well attended; at least twenty-five members out of 

the thirty are usually present. With the exception of academics, everyone pays his own 

way.45 These meetings are off-the-record and no press presence is allowed. The agenda 

is generally set about two weeks prior to the meeting so as to best reflect the interests 

and preoccupations of members, as well as current affairs. There is a formal way of 

setting the agenda. The G-30 has a Programme Development Committee, officially in 

charge of putting topics forward. This committee, however, never properly materialised, 

mainly because its members were unable to commit the necessary time to the project.46 

As a result, members can send their ideas to the Executive Secretary who then sets the 

final agenda. Meetings last one and a half days. Aside from short overviews on the 

group’s work programme, they tend to involve discussions about general issues in global 

economic and financial governance, also covering topics that are unlikely to form the 

subject of a public report. They include sessions led by an expert and attended by 

invited outsiders.  

 

New projects arise from the interests of members. The group discusses potential 

undertakings and their feasibility. The outcome is determined by various criteria: the 

group needs to agree that it is the best forum for the proposed initiative, and there 

must be enough support among members. The most prominent output of the G-30 

organisation comes in the form of publications. There are principally three types of 

published material. The most important output stems from in-depth reports, prepared 

by study groups. These groups combine G-30 members with special experts outside the 

                                                 
45

 The ‘his’ is deliberate. There have only been two female members of the group, both academics. 
46

 Interview with Peter Kenen, founding G-30 member. 
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group. They are rigorous exercises of research based on technical expertise and survey 

material and have produced some of the high-profile work examined in this 

dissertation.47 Members propose subjects according to their individual interests; 

decisions are taken on the basis of feasibility and in view of agreement over the need 

for a better exploration of the topic. At that stage, the group examines whether actively 

involving the private sector is the most effective way of dealing with the topic and 

invites experts. There is no formal endorsement of these studies by individual members, 

no quotation marks or attributions; the official line is that reports are sponsored from 

the group as a whole. There is no requirement that members should approve the study 

but the authors are responsible for its distribution to members for comments; no one 

has ever voiced serious disagreement or argued that a particular study should not be 

published.48 Aside from study group reports, the G-30 also brings out a series of 

occasional papers, often pieces of academic work by G-30 members but increasingly 

policy papers. Moreover, it has sponsored lectures49 on major financial topics whose 

transcripts are also published.50  

 

The publication side of the G-30 was, significantly, a condition of the Rockefeller 

Foundation grant. At the beginning, some in the group had been unhappy with this 

arrangement, however, Edwin Deagle, the programme officer monitoring the grant, was 

adamant that a publications agenda was essential for securing financing. In his words, 

the group “would serve ... as a radar system to identify emerging economic issues” 

(Koenig, 1982: 418) and would be “put ... to the test of public comment on the papers 

that are done” (MacRae, 1990: 5). This, as this chapter explains and the analysis of 

subsequent chapters demonstrates, was done with considerable success. 

                                                 
47

 The G-30 distinguishes between special reports and reports (the former based on more extensive 
survey material and often involving follow-ups). The studies on clearance and settlement in securities 
markets and on derivatives are the two reports belonging to the former category. The study on global 
institutions and systemic risk is one of several in the latter category. 

48
 Interview with Peter Kenen. 

49
 These are the William Taylor memorial lectures; William Taylor was a member of the Federal Reserve 

Board. 

50
 A select bibliography of G-30 publications can be found at the end of the dissertation. For a full and up-

to-date list of reports and papers published by the G-30, see the organisation’s website, 
www.group30.org.  

http://www.group30.org/
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3.3  Elites Going Public: How the G-30 Put Itself on the Policy Map 

 

The G-30 established itself as a knowledgeable actor in the sphere of economics and 

finance from the beginning. The group produced studies that aimed to deal with the 

vacuum created by the end of the Bretton Woods regime and the oil shocks. The G-30 

concentrated on the G-7 process and initially, placed itself at the centre of the debate 

on exchange rates. “Early members pride themselves on being the first to do an 

exchange rate study”.51 Indeed, Foreign Exchange Markets Under Floating Rates (The 

Exchange markets Participants’ Study Group, 1980) was the first attempt to assess 

turnover in foreign exchange markets. The study was picked up by the Federal Reserve 

Bank of New York, which started producing similar reports systematically. The G-30 had 

started the operation; “we did our job” was Geoffrey Bell’s comment on the subject.52 In 

the eyes of the founders of the group, however, something more important had 

happened. The group realised its great strength, that is, that “it could persuade 

institutions to fill in questionnaires”.53 This highlights the importance of the membership 

in the group’s acquisition of governance functions: “actors with power create private 

authority and private authority creates power” (Cutler et al., 1999b: 344). 

 

Another early study, The Future of the International Oil Market (Deagle, 1983), focused 

on the energy situation. This came at a crucial time, when relations between OPEC and 

their consumers were at a very low point. “It was the first high-level exchange of views 

without the political pressure of each side having to create and bring home acceptable 

solutions” (MacRae, 1990: 7). It worked; the G-30 had “passed a critical test by providing 

a hitherto unavailable neutral forum to help resolve an important issue.” Deagle was 

unequivocal in his support of the initiative, stating that he thought “it had an 

instrumental effect in bringing down oil prices in 1981” (MacRae, 1990: 7). Those 

associated with this particular initiative appear very enthusiastic in relating 

                                                 
51

 Interview with John Walsh. 

52
 Interview with Geoffrey Bell. 

53
 Ibid. 
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developments in oil prices and the role of the G-30. It is beyond the scope of this 

dissertation to determine whether they are justified though it can be argued that the G-

30 offered a setting that combined public and private efforts and allowed for discussion 

outside immediate public scrutiny. This sort of environment can be conducive to 

breakthrough and compromise. A comparable forum was provided for a discussion of 

the debt crisis, which resulted in the publication of Finance for Developing Countries 

(Debs et al., 1987). All of these studies focused on cross-border issues when few 

institutions systematically dealt with transnational affairs and established a ‘franchise’ 

of mixing public, private and academic. 

 

The G-30 further enhanced its profile with a calculated use of statements. Under the 

chairmanship of Witteveen, the group made a habit of issuing statements on the state 

of the economy. Those were difficult to formulate, yet they gave the G-30 a fair amount 

of coverage.54 There was a statement on inflation (G-30, 1981: 19-23) and one on 

recession and recovery (G-30, 1983: 26-32). The most important statement, however, 

focused on the question of exchange rates and boldly recommended that “the United 

States, while retaining its basic anti-inflationary stance, should be prepared to 

intervene, when necessary, in the exchange market” (G-30, 1982: 27-32). Soon 

afterwards, the US agreed to participate in an international effort to assess the impact 

of intervention; while no direct connection was ever postulated, it is widely held that at 

least two delegations (US and Germany) had been briefed on the statement (Koenig, 

1982: 417). The G-30 was firmly established. 

 

3.4  Finding a Long-Term Niche: Organisational Change and Adaptation  

 

In the mid-1980s, the G-30 shifted gears. This was the result of a change in the financial 

circumstances of the group, and also, of the arrival of a new chairman, Lord Richardson, 

former Governor of the Bank of England. The transition was mostly evident in the 

published output of the group.  

                                                 
54

 Geoffrey Bell referred to these statements as “a pain”; it was particularly difficult to get everyone to 
agree on the wording of statements, and public sector officials were very careful about committing to a 
position. 
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The question of financing was the first impetus to a change of direction. Three years 

after the founding of the G-30, the Rockefeller Foundation decided that the organisation 

was strong enough to stand without its support. This came as a surprise to the G-30 and 

Bell, G-30 founder and Secretary, convinced the Foundation to spread the reduction 

over a few years.55 Nevertheless, in order to survive, the G-30 had to find new financial 

backers. From the beginning, the group received minor contributions from central 

banks;56 by 1982, grants and gifts also came from the private sector (G-30, 1982: 38). In 

1984, the group was officially on its own;57 but contributions from corporations, banks 

and central banks were coming in (G-30, 1984: 2, 47).58 

 

How did the G-30 manage to attract substantial financial support from private 

institutions? The answer is by doing more ‘practical’ work. The group acknowledged that 

in order to secure funds, it had to focus its public output on areas that appealed to 

banks and securities firms. Financial institutions were generally keen to contribute 

towards studies of interest to their business (Kenen, 2008: 23). As in the case of think 

tanks, reliance on “other power holders for funding and organisational support places 

limits on what is acceptable or legitimate policy analysis” (Stone, 2001a: 131). This 

financial ‘dependence’ is one reason why the public output of the group moved away 

from reports on economic and monetary matters towards a more specialised financial 

focus, as demonstrated in the studies on clearance and settlement in the securities 

markets and over-the-counter derivatives which are explored in this dissertation. As a 

result, it is possible to detect fundraising cycles linked to particular study group activities 

though it is important to note that these are relatively modest amounts and that many 

contributions are in kind. 

 

                                                 
55

 Interview with Geoffrey Bell. 

56
 In the early years, the G-30 also received contributions from the Central Bank of Iraq (Group of Thirty, 

1981: 28). 

57
 The G-30 was by then officially registered as a non-profit, tax exempt organisation under section 

501(c)(3) of the US Internal Revenue Code. 

58
 The group continues to attract sponsorship from a mix of public and private institutions, as well as 

private foundations. A full list of contributors is available on the group’s website: 
http://www.group30.org/contributors.shtml.  

http://www.group30.org/contributors.shtml
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This particular development coincided with a change at the top. The arrival of 

Richardson shifted the intellectual focus of the group in a way that fitted its new 

financial circumstances. John Walsh, former Executive Director of the G-30, accepts that 

there is a link between leadership and work interest.59 Richardson’s interest was ‘the 

plumbing and wiring’ of the system, that is, that particular systemic components should 

be up to scratch for financial markets as a whole to function efficiently. It is in this spirit 

that he embarked the group on a study on clearance and settlement, by all accounts a 

dry yet important topic. Only a few members were actively involved with the highly 

specialised study but the response from regulators and institutions was significant. The 

study group was formed in the aftermath of the stock market crisis of 1987 and the G-30 

found itself at the forefront of a very important and welcome initiative. The subject was 

not glamorous, and did not satisfy the academic interest for high policy issues, but it 

was topical.60 It also marked a departure from previous efforts, in that it was the first 

major undertaking to involve outside experts in a great scale. Dealing with the specifics 

of the functioning of the financial system had paid off. Clearance and Settlement 

Systems in the World’s Financial Markets (G-30, 1988) became a benchmark study. 

 

This exercise on specifics was continued in the early 1990s by Richardson’s successor, 

Paul Volcker, former Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 

System. Under his chairmanship, the group published a major study on derivatives. All 

the ‘right’ people from the private sector (technical experts, users and dealers of the 

instruments and representatives of the major Wall Street financial institutions) 

volunteered time and money and Derivatives: Practices and Principles (Global 

Derivatives Study Group, 1993) became another landmark in the G-30’s history. The 

group had firmly established itself as an organisation of experts, capable of providing 

authoritative proposals on the ‘nuts and bolts’ of the financial system.61 While the 

original motivation for technical work was related to satisfying the needs of private 

                                                 
59

 Interview with John Walsh. 

60
 Interview with Peter Kenen. 

61
 This is especially true of the published outcome of the group. Peter Kenen argues that official 

publications reflect the weight of private sector members; the reports are not entirely representative of 
everyone in the G-30 (interview with Peter Kenen). 
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actors, the way in which work on the reports actually proceeded, as Chapters 4 and 5 in 

particular will demonstrate, was one that involved delegation (clearance and 

settlement) and endorsement (derivatives). In an era of technocratic legitimacy, the G-

30 became a credible actor in the production of policies and regulatory standards. This 

esteem also made of the G-30 a prestigious policy forum within which the transnational 

policy community could operate with ease. “The key variable seems to be how policy 

actors perceive public policies” (Radaelli, 1995: 172); within the G-30, the community 

was effectively in agreement in that respect. These developments coincided more 

generally towards a tendency to view the ‘nuts and bolts’ as essentially apolitical. Yet 

even in the case of clearance and settlement in securities, the technical can become 

inherently political (cf. Quaglia, 2009 on EU regulation in the securities markets). Indeed 

technical standards as in the case of accounting, are far more neutral in policy terms and 

imply assumptions about translation, industrial policy or what constitutes financial 

stability (Veron et al., 2006).     

 

In practical terms, this turn towards the specifics of financial activity in the group’s work 

programme also served to expand the G-30 community. In contrast to the early years, 

these two influential study group reports were produced by teams that included only a 

handful of G-30 members, relying instead on invited outside participants (Kenen, 2008). 

In this context, the club model served to delineate who has the necessary expertise and 

thus, ultimately, authority in these policy domains. This practice persists in ongoing 

work; though recent work has included a greater number of members, the group has 

instituted an informal two-tier system, whereby the first part of a study involves a large 

proportion of members and the second part extends participation to key outside 

experts.   

  

It should also be noted that the group’s focus on the transnational as the level in which 

connections are forged and where financial rules matter, does not imply a neglect of 

national preoccupations. As the case studies of this dissertation show, what is seen to 

be important in governance terms is to have global standards that can be formalised at 

the national level as required (this is especially the case for clearance and settlement). 

This is consistent with work highlighting “convergence within national diversity” (Lütz, 
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2004) in the running of financial markets. The case study on over-the-counter 

derivatives in turn highlights that for certain regulatory approaches to take hold, key 

markets need to be on board and national law makers convinced of the virtue of the 

transnational policy community approach (cf. Singer, 2007). And while national 

variations persisted in the regulation of global banking (Busch, 2009), the impetus 

behind Basel II, as the last case study shows, was to iron those out as much as possible. 

Those national variations have remained relevant in subsequent work of the group 

(including post-crisis). In this context, what matters is that in this interface between 

setting global rules and operating within enduring national regulatory contexts, the 

transnational policy community as manifested through the G-30 works very well. Club 

model politics determines who is in and which domestic actors are kept outside financial 

policy-making. 

 

3.5 What’s In It For the Members? Why Elites Get Together 

 

The chapter has so far established that the nature of the membership was an important 

element in placing the G-30 within the transnational policy community. The G-30 needs 

its prestigious high profile members in order to attract the attention and financing of 

institutions. It also requires their patronage so as to be taken seriously by regulators and 

maintain its place in the regulatory arena. But why do members remain interested in the 

group? 

 

Let us first determine who these members are. Currently chaired by Jacob Frenkel, 

former governor of the Central Bank of Israel and President of Merrill Lynch 

International, the group boasts the membership of a wide range of individuals, whose 

professional affiliations include the main international organisations, central banks and 

private financial institutions. The G-30 also includes a number of leading academic 

economists.62 A close examination of the membership shows that in the vast majority of 

cases, these are people with very real and demanding positions of authority and that, in 

contrast with the early years, few members remain in the group when they retire from 

                                                 
62

 A complete list of current members can be found in Appendix 3a. 
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active service. It is understood that their time is precious, yet most are committed and 

dedicated to the workings of the G-30. How are they kept interested? 

 

The motivations of members of elite policy groups “stretch along a continuum from 

pure vanity to strategic planning, passing by the search for the trend in fashionable 

topics, the establishment of key contacts, cutting deals, or improving their influence on 

some policy process “ (Graz, 2003: 328). Interviews indeed suggest that one of the 

group’s key attractions is the social component. Members are keen to be part of a 

unique networking environment. Geoffrey Bell calls the G-30 a “fine club” and members 

agree that over the years, friendships develop. In fact, there is a certain camaraderie 

and, if anything, it has been difficult to rotate people off.63 This informal side of the 

group extends to the presence of spouses at the social occasions planned around the 

biannual meetings. Importantly, this level of comfort among members has significant 

consequences in the day-to-day operation of their job; Bell stresses that members “help 

each other” while Andrew Crockett suggested that the group provides invaluable 

contacts at the head of private financial institutions. In his former position as the 

General Manager of the Bank for International Settlements, Crockett found it very 

useful to have access to those important individuals when he wished to organise 

meetings or needed first-hand information. He also acknowledged “Masonic” 

characteristics to the organisation, explaining that “members look out for each other’s 

interest”.64 This view was echoed by a long-term member Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa, 

who spoke of “spill-over effects” of membership that help shape thinking over time; 

acknowledging that this influence would be hard to trace, he pointed out that the 

meetings, for example “offer more than the sum of what is discussed”.65  

 

Members have also expressed the view that G-30 meetings allow them to be kept up-to-

date with the debates. Many of them are trained economists and enjoy the interchange 

of ideas. Peter Kenen admits to learning a lot, as well as enhancing his understanding of 

                                                 
63

 Geoffrey Bell, John Heimann and Peter Kenen made this point. Andrew Crockett, on the other hand, 
chose to emphasise the advantages of continuity. Interviews with Geoffrey Bell, Peter Kenen and long-
term members John Heimann and Andrew Crockett. 

64
 Interview with John Heimann. 

65
 Interview with Tomasso Padoa-Schioppa. 
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private and public sector perspectives on the issues.66 John Heimann also pointed to the 

possibility of satisfying one’s curiosity about a range of topics beyond the confines of 

one’s professional responsibilities. In particular, he explained that when working for the 

private sector, the G-30 provided a forum where he could still think as a policy-maker. 

The G-30 offers a location where thinking about banking and supervision becomes more 

abstract; John Heimann referred to the group as his policy “methadone”.67 Finally, it is 

important to remember that these benefits do not ‘cost’ much, in time or financial 

terms.   

 

The regular interaction with the movers and shakers in finance is also an important draw 

for members. Going beyond the advantages of a personal relationship, members have 

identified that the relaxed environment in which meetings take place allows people to 

speak their mind freely. This offers insights into how they think. One prominent example 

is the presence of former member Alan Greenspan, who as Chairman of the Federal 

Reserve, was a regular guest speaker in meetings. Members appreciated his openness in 

the confidential setting and in turn, got to know a little more about the man and his 

ways.68 In this respect, the G-30 setting provides an opportunity to assess what the 

position(s) of the transnational policy community are with regards to the important 

economic and financial issues of the moment and forge understandings on matters 

outside formal G-30 reports; “elite clubs do indeed provide informal platforms for 

networking and delicate economic and political negotiations” (Graz, 2003: 337). In this 

context, unless it is promoting a report, the G-30 is not interested in attracting much 

attention; the confidentiality and even obscurity of the meetings and seminars are part 

of the appeal for the members. The club model reinforces this as the confidential 

environment allows different perspectives to co-exist and professional competitions 

among individuals and their affiliated institutions to be set aside; this leads to 

congeniality within and coherence beyond the confines of the club. 
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 Interview with Peter Kenen. 

67
 Interview with John Heimann. 

68
 Ibid. 
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The coherence observed among the transnational policy community has been well 

documented, including among practitioners. Ahamed (2009) spoke of an “exclusive 

club” of central bankers and Treasury officials that was forged in the aftermath of the 

Great Depression. Davies and Green note that this especially the case among the central 

banking community, where there is “a distinct sense of a central bankers’ club, bound 

together by a common psyche that seems to transcend differences in history, functions, 

degrees of independence, size, or importance” (Davies and Green, 2010: 270). But this 

dissertation shows that this degree of closeness is not bound to a professional role 

alone. ‘Revolving doors’, technical expertise demands, intellectual affinity all have 

contributed to a more mixed transnational policy community that has adopted the 

exclusivity of the club model.      

 

3.6  The G-30 Club Model: Who Is (and Who Isn’t) a Financial Elite?  

 

The above overview suggests that the G-30 has taken its place in the arena of 

international financial regulation and that it has managed to sustain interest in its 

activities and a high calibre membership. This section examines the organisation as it 

stands today and compares it to the original (formal) concept. It finds continuity with 

regards to the expertise assembled under the auspices of the group, but also notes both 

the implicit high entry rules to the club and the de facto and targeted evolution of the 

range of actors involved in the making of policy.  

 

The initial idea of bringing together a knowledgeable group of people who could 

meaningfully discuss economic and financial topics is more relevant than ever. The 

group has used its privileged position in the knowledge spectrum to produce studies 

that have offered something new and informative – the case studies in this dissertation 

can certainly be seen in this light. Moreover, ever since the time of Witteveen’s 

statements, the group has based its public views and proposals on comprehensive 

research and survey material, avoiding pronouncements that are not backed-up by 

specific recommendations. Indeed, the G-30 no longer comments on the ‘state of the 

world’ with one voice. It is understood that, either a topic is too divisive and any opinion 

should be based on research (hence the role of the study groups), or else members’ 
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common beliefs are evident and there is no reason to reiterate them. The group is 

weary of leaving the impression that they think of themselves as ‘influential’ or 

‘powerful’ but strive hard to maintain relevance in an increasingly crowded ‘market’ for 

ideas and study group proposals. As such, after a relatively quiet period in much of the 

2000s, where the group remained operational but somewhat less publicly visible in 

terms of reports, it is the uniqueness of the setting and the gravitas of the members 

involved that made G-30 studies related to the post-financial crisis environment 

significant contributions to the reform debates.69   

 

From the outset, the group thrived on attracting prestigious individuals as members. 

This point is best illustrated by taking a closer look at the education and professional 

lives of G-30 members. Appendices 3a and 3b show that members have forged 

distinguished careers in the area of finance in influential roles. The concentration of 

such a ‘power elite’ is not to be underestimated; these may not be the ‘rocket scientists’ 

developing risk management models, but they know finance, have vast experience and 

access to focused technical expertise when required. 

 

In other respects, the membership of the group is less representative than originally 

anticipated. In the first place, the idea of a truly tripartite group was soon abandoned. 

Academics found themselves outside the real debates and felt very much like ‘second-

rate members’70, their papers seldom read by other participants. The academic panel 

was dropped and the professors in the group joined in the general discussions. They 

have not had a definite mark on the group, especially since the shift towards more 

specialised analyses covered in this dissertation. But the interviews suggest that they 

consider the group as a network of peers thanks to the presence of several fellow 

Economics PhDs.  

 

                                                 
69

 The role (and multiple memberships) of Chairman of the Board of Trustees Paul Volcker is important in 
this regard. Volcker has been an important voice in the post-crisis reform process and his association with 
the G-30’s reform agenda contributions gave the group additional exposure at a time when the ‘Volcker 
rule’ limiting risky behaviour within banks, was being discussed. 
70

 Interview with Peter Kenen. 
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Another variation on the original theme is that, for most of its history, the G-30 

membership was predominantly North American and European. Geographical 

diversification was strongest in the early days, and has improved again in recent years, 

in line with the expansion of membership of more formal fora such as the Basel 

Committee and the Financial Stability Board. Members suggested that one of the 

reasons for this under-representation for much of the period is that ‘regional’ members 

tend to be strong in their own field but often showed little interest in other topics. 

Nevertheless, the geographical spread arguably does not aim to actually cover the 

entire globe; perhaps unsurprisingly, there are no members from Africa. 

 

Another issue, identified by Geoffrey Bell, is that very few non-financial executives and 

businessmen have been members of the group. He explains this omission by pointing 

out that with few exceptions, the group could not find interested and available 

corporate and ‘real economy’ practitioners. The latter are concerned with “running 

businesses” and are not inclined to spend time talking about the state of the economy in 

general terms.71 The G-30 has also failed in recruiting female members – there have 

been only two women members (and no current full member). While it is the case that 

women represent a relatively small fraction of the transnational policy community, the 

severe under-representation suggests that the group has not been looking for female 

members hard enough.72 

 

Students of ‘power elites’ and ‘transnational class’ will point out that any elite group 

would have ‘incestuous’ tendencies, and that members can be expected to lobby for 

membership for friends, colleagues and even former students or protégés; indeed, the 

social element of the group may encourage lax selection criteria. Yet the group appears 

to reflect the transnational policy community fairly accurately: it is a “largely English-

speaking” “community of the North” (Braithwaite and Drahos, 2000: 123). Moreover, US 

and European financial institutions (and to a lesser extent, Japanese) have been are at 
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 Interview with Geoffrey Bell. 

72
 Among the members interviewed, only Peter Kenen showed concern on this matter. However, the G-30 

Secretariat is working on improving participation in invited meetings (but has no influence over 
membership) (interview with Stuart Mackintosh, Executive Director of the G-30). 
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the forefront of developments in global financial activity. In addition, a forum bringing 

together people from the public and private sector is an environment that is more 

comfortable for regulators with a certain kind of training and less rigid career path, one 

that is seldom found outside Europe and the Americas.73 Members from the United 

States and the United Kingdom, in particular, operate in environments where self-

regulatory practices have been more established and better accepted, and the public 

sector has shown a keen interest in a dialogue with private practitioners.74 Finally, there 

are indeed few women in senior prominent banking positions;75 the G-30 can argue that 

it mirrors the institutions in the public and private sectors. Some of the geographical 

representation discrepancies are more difficult to dismiss, especially regarding members 

from Asian countries for much of the group’s period of activities. It is expected, 

however, that the recent geographical widening of the membership would have an 

effect on the group’s work programme, with the study on macroprudential regulation 

cited as an example.76 

 

There is another sense in which the group’s initial structure has been challenged. 

Indeed, another look at Appendix 3a indicates that the public/private distinction in the 

membership has become rather superfluous. The vast majority of members have 

worked in the public and private sector; this situation of revolving doors among 

practitioners blurs the public/private divide and makes members of the transnational 

policy community more likely to operate in a pre-political manner, i.e. have a set of 

standards and principles guiding their views on appropriate financial governance that is 

not defined by affiliation identities and prescribed understandings of public good and 

private interest. In this sense, G-30 membership reflects a much broader trend within 
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 It should be noted that traditionally, members from Latin America have undertaken graduate studies in 
the United States and are, perhaps, more readily part of the transnational policy community and open to 
the policy content put forward. One such example is Domingo Cavallo, former minister of finance of 
Argentina. His economic policies over the 1990s were widely criticised in his home country in the 
aftermath of the collapse of the economy, and a spell in prison, on unrelated matters, was a welcome 
event to many of his countrymen (Economist, 2002). For a comprehensive account of the training of Latin 
American financial officials and how it affects their openness to neoliberal ideas and policy content, see 
Chwieroth (2010). 
74

 Interview with Emmanuelle Sebton. 

75
 Davies and Green note that in 2008, from approximately 160 Central Bank governors, only ten were 

women (Davies and Green, 2010: 275-6). 
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 Interview with Stuart Mackintosh. 
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the transnational policy community, a group of individuals whose paths cross regularly 

and whose multiple associations inform their policy goals.77 This further affects the 

community’s understanding of who makes up its ‘constituency’: this, according to 

Andrew Crockett, is the essence of the success of the group; the G-30 is comprised by a 

“group of people who are addressing themselves”. 78 This transnational policy 

community configuration not only leads to familiarity and blurred interests but also 

shows that there is no explicit or designed impetus for the private sector to overwhelm 

the public good. The point, one can establish when examining the activities of members, 

is that regardless of where they sit in the public –private continuum, financial elites ‘do’ 

policy.  

 

It is important to note that there is a sense of a “quasi-public mission” about the 

group.79 This feeling of public responsibility fits well with their image as “the grand old 

men of finance”.80 It can also be related to what one commentator called “an old-

fashioned sense of noblesse oblige, the obligation of honourable, generous, and 

responsible behaviour associated with high political, financial or intellectual rank” 

(MacRae, 1990: 1). Interviews undertaken for this dissertation suggest that this is an 

accurate assessment of the intentions of G-30 members. A club model as provided by 

the G-30 is a means through which elites can move beyond their specific economic 

concerns and take up these pursuits. This is compatible with Pauly’s (1997) observation 

that “learning inside epistemic communities requires teachers and agenda setters”. The 

G-30 does precisely that. This ‘wise men’ status also explains why members are sensitive 

to criticism of the group, and especially to being seen as a vehicle for private sector 

ideas. In fact, members might not be concerned about courting publicity for the group 

but should the G-30 be mentioned in the press, this would have to be in a “flattering 

light”.81 
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 See Appendix 3d for an example of multiple associations and connections in the transnational policy 
community of some key G-30 members. 
78

 Interview with Andrew Crockett. 

79
 Interview with John Walsh, former Executive Director of the G-30. 

80
 Interview with Barbara Matthews. 
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 Interview with John Walsh. 
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The public/private distinction becomes even more vague when one considers that most 

members of the group are rather ‘conventional’ in their thinking, that is, they have 

generally followed a dominant policy paradigm, defining policy debates in the often 

narrow terms allowed by the principles of neoliberal economics and being less open to 

the inclusion of alternatives (though, predictably, nuanced differences among members 

have become more prominent in the aftermath of the financial crisis). An early observer 

remarked that there was respect among the group for the post-Bretton Woods system 

and an “impulse to leave well enough alone” (Koenig, 1982: 420). This has led one 

commentator to label them an “anti-private group”; Charles Calomiris, Professor at 

Columbia University, is adamant that the group is a vehicle for those who are opposed 

to the decentralisation of regulation. Indeed, he argues that groups such as the G-30 are 

vehicles for central bankers and finance ministers to retain power.82  

 

Finally, as indicated by the analysis in this chapter, the G-30 moved away from initial 

ambitious plans covering the entire economic and financial system. Instead, it found its 

niche in the specifics of regulation, those areas that could be presented as highly 

technical and arguably apolitical. Members believe that the G-30 is better at the micro 

than the macro83 and are also comfortable with the group’s position as a springboard 

for further private initiatives.  

 

3.7 Conclusions 

 

This chapter provided an examination of the G-30, the organisation. It explored the 

origins of the group, its development, and internal dynamics. It showcased the group as 

a transnational policy community favouring certain types of regulatory and supervisory 

arrangements. It also focused on the G-30 membership, a meeting of elites and a club 

model based on expertise and professional prestige. In this context, while in the 

aftermath of the financial crisis, there was initial expectation of more adversarial 

                                                 
82

 Interview with Professor Charles Calomiris. Calomiris was also Director of the American Enterprise 
Institute (AEI) project on financial deregulation at the time of the interview and remains associated with 
the institute. The AEI is closely associated with the policy proposals that aim at the reduction of state 
intervention. Calomiris has also served on several committees and programmes on banking issues. 

83
 Interview with Sir David Walker. 
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relations among the regulators and the regulated, the club model explains why the 

collaborative process itself is not threatened. The content of policy may generate more 

discussion but the cosiness of the transnational policy community can remain intact as 

the club model ultimately determines who is in and who is out and small changes in the 

makeup of the community can relieve the stresses to its credibility post-crisis. 

 

Focusing on the status of the membership alone is not enough and may privilege what is 

uniform and shared among the transnational policy community over intellectual 

differences (however nuanced these may be) and indeed, professional competition, 

including in an individual capacity. The club model overcomes these shortcomings by 

offering a clearer inside/outside perspective. This dissertation will now turn the 

attention to this outside. Indeed, an exclusive focus on the ‘power elites’ risks ignoring 

what transnational policy communities actually do.84 The dissertation proceeds with an 

analysis of what the group does based on its public output; specifically, it traces the 

influence of its regulatory policy documents in the field of clearance and settlement in 

securities markets, best practice standards for over-the-counter derivatives, and global 

banking regulation and supervision. 

  

                                                 
84

 For a similar argument on the work of think tanks, see Medvetz (2008). 




